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Subject: Grade 7 Science 

Term: 4 

Week: 5 Lesson: 104A 

Unit: 7. Forces 

Topic: 7.3 Gravity – a non-contact force 

Subtopic: What is gravity? | Comparing mass and weight 

 

Introduction: 
This lesson is made up of lesson notes and practice exercise. 
 
Instruction:  
Follow the steps given below and work through the lesson. 
Step 1: Start with copying the header in your exercise book. Make sure that your Handwriting is 
neat and legible. 
Step 2: Go through the lesson notes and copy or make summary notes in your exercise book.   
Step 3: Do Practice Exercise.  
Step 4: After you have completed the practice exercise, revise well and correct your mistakes, if 
any.  (I will be checking your Exercise Book when you return to School).  
 
Lesson notes: 
Read through your lesson notes and write your notes by copying all the information, make 
summary notes or cut and paste in your exercise book.  

READ AND MAKE NOTES 

On the Giant Drop on the Gold Coast, passengers fall 120 meters (39 storeys) in 5 seconds, 

reaching speeds up 135 km/h! A magnetic braking system stops them just before they hit the ground. 

In everyday life, you don’t experience gravity quite as dramatically as these passengers, but you do 

feel its effects every minute. 

 

What is gravity? 
 Gravity is a force of attraction. 

 Gravity exists between you and 

everything around you. 

 The more mass a pair of objects have, 

the stronger the pull of gravity between 

them. For example; the Earth is more 

massive (5.972 ×  1024 𝑘𝑔) than a 

human being, therefore, a human being 

is pulled strongly towards the Earth and 

the Earth is pulled strongly towards a 

human being. 

 

Gravitational fields 

 Earth’s gravitational field is a region 

within the Earth that the gravitational 

force can act. This region is called a 

force field. 

 Gravity acts through a force field 

without direct contact. Therefore, it is a 

non-contact force. 

 Figure 7.3.1 shows the direction of 

Earth’s gravitational field. 
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 The Sun (𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 1.989 × 1030 𝑘𝑔) 

has its own gravitational field with 

forces sufficient to hold all planets in 

elliptical orbit around it. 

 Similarly, our Moon and various 

artificial satellites are pulled into an orbit 

of the Earth because they lie within the 

Earth’s gravitational field. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comparing mass and weight 
In everyday language, mass and weight mean 

the same thing. To scientists, they are very 

different quantities. 

 

What is mass? 

 Mass is the amount of matter in an 

object. 

 Mass is constant because the amount 

of matter in any object remains the 

same even if it moves from planet to 

planet. 

 Mass is measured in kilograms (kg). 

Smaller masses in grams (g) and bigger 

masses in tonnes (t). 

 

What is weight? 

 Weight is the name given to the pulling 

force of gravity on an object. 

 Weight is a force and is measured in 

newtons (N). 

 Weight depends on mass and the 

gravitational field strength of the planet 

or the moon an object is on. 

 The gravitational field strength of 

Earth’s moon is one-sixth that of the 

Earth itself. For this reason your weight 

on the moon is only one-sixth that on 

Earth. 

 

 

Stability 

 All structures must be designed so that 

they can withstand the many forces that 

can act upon them. E.g.: bridges. 

 Materials expand when heated and 

contract when temperatures fall. These 

changes can squash, stretch or twist 

structures. 

 Nature (strong winds, rain and hail) and 

human activities can also do the same. 

 Large structures need to be able to 

support their own weight, and the force 

of the ground below that pushes 

upward with an equal force (Newtons 

3rd Law) 

 

Falling 

 When a stone and a leaf are dropped 

from the same height, you’d be fairly 

sure the stone will hit the ground first. 

That is why for many centuries, people 

believed that heavier objects fell faster 

than lighter ones. 

 Galileo Galilei (1564–1642) through 

experiments explained that some 

things fell faster not because they 

weighed more, but because they had a 

small surface area. 

 A leaf would experience a greater 

frictional force (air resistance) due its 

large surface area whilst a stone of the 

same mass will not due to its small 

surface area. 

 

Terminal velocity 

 Air resistance increases with increase 

in speed. That means, air resistance on 

a falling object increases as it falls. 

 Terminal velocity is the constant 

velocity of a falling object that results 

when air resistance on the object is 

equal to its weight force. A 

consequence of balanced forces. 

 Terminal velocity of a skydiver trying to 

land without a parachute is deadly. The 

parachute, when opened provides a 

large surface area which greatly 
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increases the force of air resistance and 

helps the skydiver reach a safe terminal 

velocity for safe landing. 

 

Flight 

 There are four key forces at work on 

any aircraft. 

i. Thrust force is needed to push 

the aircraft forwards and 

overcome drag. It is created by 

jet engines or propellers. 

ii. Drag force is friction between the 

aircraft and the surrounding air. 

iii. Lift force is needed to overcome 

the weight of the aircraft. It is 

created by the flow of air over the 

wings of the aircraft. 

iv. Weight force A fully loaded 747 

has a mass of almost 400,000 

kg. The pull of gravity on the 

mass of an aircraft creates a 

large weight force. 

 Wings of an aircraft have a shape called 

aerofoil which creates the lift force. A 

wing is shaped so that it is longer over 

the top than it is from below. 
 

 
 The way in which a wing creates lift is 

called the Bernoulli effect, and was 

discovered by Dutch-Swiss 

mathematician Daniel Bernoulli in 

1738. 

 

Practice exercise 104A: 

Write the questions first and then your 
answers in complete sentences with correct 
spelling of terms and appropriate 
calculations where required. 

READ AND ANSWER QUESTIONS 

Remembering 

Q1. Recall gravity by selecting the correct 

term to complete the following sentences. 

a. Gravity is a contact/non-contact force. 

b. Gravity pulls/pushes objects towards 

the Earth. 

c. All objects naturally attract/repel each 

other. 

d. Objects fall at different speeds due to 

their weight/surface area. 

 

Q2. State the units used to measure mass and 

weight. 

 

Q3. (a) State whether air flows more quickly       

over the top or bottom surface of an aircraft 

wing. 

        (b) Name the force that is created by this 

flow of air. 

 

Understanding 

Q3. Two forces act on a skydiver falling 

towards Earth. 

(a) Name these two forces. 

(b) Using a force diagram to help, explain 

at what stage of the fall the sky diver is 

accelerating, or speeding up, as they 

travel towards the Earth. 

(c) Eventually the two forces are balanced. 

Explain how this affects the skydiver 

and state what this motion is called. 

 

 

You should be able to develop 

understanding of gravity and, mass and 

weight. 

 
 


